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*Per member organisation. “Up to” indicates the maximum number per member organisation, it is not an allocation of places. All places are subject to availability at the time of nomination. Nomination Forms are dealt with on a first come first served basis 

and a place cannot be booked or held without a fully completed and approved Nomination Form.

Date Title Speaker(s) Event Description
Allocation 
of places *

07 June Disrupt or be Disrupted NEW Nick Holley Strategy depends on organisational capability; without the requisite people, culture, 
systems, processes and structure, strategy is a dream that can rapidly become a 
nightmare. This has always been true but in a period of ever increasing change and 
disruption there is a danger that embedded capabilities become an anchor dragging us 
down and destroying our ability to respond to rapidly changing markets and 
competition – witness Kodak, HMV or Blockbuster. Instead we need to focus on creating 
a capability that ensures we become the disruptors in our industry not the victims of 
disruption. In the session Nick will outline how to create this capability focusing on four 
key cornerstones of disruption: hyperawareness, collaboration, risk taking and agility, 
but he will not focus on small tech start ups that aren’t relevant to most Henley 
Partnership member companies but on big organisations in traditional industries such as 
ING, 3M and Zara that have embraced disruption.

Up to 2*

19 June Playing the Leadership Game NEW Professor 
Patricia Riddell 
& Gavin Weeks

While there has been a rapid increase in competency frameworks suggesting 
capabilities great leaders should have, this can be different from what leaders do. 
Instead the pace of change and challenges to be addressed drive behaviour in the 
moment. But is this inevitable? Could leaders become more aware of their decision 
making choices moment to moment? Gavin and Patricia will illustrate the effect of 
different contexts on leadership behaviour through your personal experience of making 
leadership decisions. They will provide an opportunity for you to discover how you 
behave in different contexts and to reflect on the effectiveness of these behaviours. 
Using their respective expertise in behavioural science and applied neuroscience, Gavin 
and Patricia will unpack behaviours to provide new insights that will help you to choose 
how to lead effectively – even in highly demanding and fast changing environments.

Up to 2*

26 June Building High Performance Teams NEW Professor Kevin 
Money 

Individual commitment to a group effort - that is what makes a team work, a company 
work, a society work, a civilisation work." (Vince Lombardi). The importance of groups 
should not be underestimated, and brilliant teams are inevitably what creates the 
highest value for whichever stakeholder group you represent. In this session we’ll take a 
both retro and cutting edge look at the development of high performing teams. We’ll 
look back at some of the most respected and enduring thinking around team 
development e.g. Belbin Team Roles, examine some of the reasons teams bind or divide, 
touch on the leader’s role in shaping the climate and culture of performance, and then 
bring in some of the latest thinking from the Business School and elsewhere. This will 
include recent Henley Business School research into sharing stories as a way to build 
resilience.

Up to 2*



Date Title Speaker(s) Event Description
Allocation 
of places *

11 September The Language of Leadership 
(Rerun) 

Simon 
Lancaster

Shhh… Did you know there is a secret Language of Leadership: a secret set of verbal, 
vocal and physical cues that has remained largely unchanged throughout the course of 
history; a secret code that still determines who rises to the top in politics and business? 

The Language of Leadership combines ancient rhetorical devices with recent 
breakthroughs in neuroscience and behavioural economics to offer the definitive guide 
to leadership communication.
The Language of Leadership sets out a simple three-step approach to winning minds.

Up to 2*

13 September What The Heck is Happening to Talent? NEW Nick Kemsley In today’s super-competitive world, the words “talent” and business performance have 
become intrinsically linked. As we compete – more and more - for the same talent, 
whilst at the same time see that talent develop an increasing consumer mindset, our 
ability to attract, retain and motivate those with the right skills increasingly becomes a 
differentiator. In this session we will focus on four specific talent areas that best 
represent the talent challenge to business in 2017 and beyond. We will examine how 
topics such as employer value proposition, engagement and diversity and inclusion 
actually impact business beyond the hype. We will then explore what “potential” should 
really mean in your business. In each case we will look at some of the pitfalls to avoid 
and some of the practises we know work (across different companies and cultures?...)

Up to 4*

18 September Being Heard Above the Noise NEW Darren Briggs Research shows that Google is a more credible source of information than CEOs and, 
with trust in society at a low point, leaders are struggling to be heard. Combine this with 
the average worker spending 23% of their day reading 120 emails, their challenge is 
compounded by the growth of information employees are expected to consume every 
day. Today 1 in 2 millennials prefer to send a text rather than have a conversation. The 
risks are that messages are being misunderstood and people are avoiding having crucial 
conversations. And the consequence? Trust is further eroded and employees become 
fearful of giving an opinion and speaking up to authority. So how do leaders and 
employees alike get heard? Drawing on extensive experience and case studies, explore 
with Darren what needs to happen for people to be heard above the noise.

Up to 2*
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20 September Breakthrough Strategic Thinking NEW Narendra 
Laljani

What drives the long-term success or failure of organizations? What strategic skills do 
senior leaders need, and how are these acquired? In an increasingly volatile and 
uncertain world, what characterizes a good strategy, and how is it best developed, and 
who should make it? This event will address these issues, and along the way, will 
demystify strategy, explore its myths and realities, and suggest ways and means of 
developing winning strategies for profitable growth. The event will offer new insights, 
best practice case studies, and practical tools, as well as an opportunity to apply and 
reflect on these during the day. Participants are expected to make an active 
contribution, and will come away with an increased self-confidence in their ability to 
shape or influence strategy in new ways that result in innovation and business 
breakthroughs.

Up to 2*

25 September Expanding Your Leadership Repertoire Dr Bernd Vogel Why are we in danger of applying a ‘one person, one leadership concept’ approach to 
solve complex and changing challenges? Why do we sometimes adopt a preferred or 
single way to lead, when there is whole range of leadership practices available to 
managers as much as to organisations? We as managers need to expand our leadership 
repertoire, given the multi-faceted reality of leadership in our businesses today. At this 
event, we challenge how you think about yourself as a leader and work through a 
variety of leadership ideas, inspirations and practices (traditional, new and for the 
future) that work today. 
Adding your own experiences, we’ll develop a stock of skills and behaviours that you can 
habitually apply to increase your repertoire and improve your leadership performance.

Up to 4*

27 September Building a Customer-Centric Organisation Professor 
Moira Clark

Moira Clark’s expertise focuses on what it takes to build a customer-centric organisation 
and achieve superior competitive advantage. This session will include insights from her 
latest research, where she has delved into the best practice of service excellence 
companies that consistently deliver first-class customer experience. In particular she will 
consider the role of leadership and the executive team in building a customer-centric 
organisation. She will examine the importance of perceived customer value in both 
business to business and business to consumer markets. She will look at ways in which 
you can make it ‘easy’ to be a customer. Finally she will examine what drives business 
performance from an employee perspective. Attendees will be given the opportunity to 
work on their own specific issues using various tools and techniques that have been 
developed by the Henley Centre for Customer Management.

Up to 2*
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02 October How Great Leadership Teams Create Competitive 
Advantage

Professor Peter 
Hawkins

In an increasingly complex and fast-moving world, the challenges for leadership 
continue to grow exponentially. As such, successful organisations can no longer be led 
purely by the ‘heroic CEO’, but require high-performing leadership teams that are more 
than the sum of their parts.
Professor Peter Hawkins has worked with leadership teams in many different countries 
and sectors, helping them move from a leader-centric ‘hub and spoke’ structure to high-
performing teams with shared leadership. Based on this work, Peter will introduce you 
to the ‘Five Disciplines of High-performing Leadership Teams’. You will have the 
opportunity to receive peer coaching on your own team, using a diagnostic tool based 
on this model. You will also discover how this work can be applied to account teams, 
project teams and boards, and how organisations can translate teamwork into a 
genuine and sustainable competitive advantage.

Up to 2*

04 October The Leader's Role in Developing Talent NEW Nick Kemsley It is no longer enough to say that if you pay upper quartile against the market that you 
will attract, retain and develop the right people. Nor is it true to say that when you 
attract a great person, they are likely to stay for some time or that HR is there to 
manage talent. The relationship between an employee and employer is nowadays more 
multi-faceted, more individualistic and more discretionary. They are consumers of the 
career experience your organisation can provide, and leaders are the relationship 
managers as well as the more traditional role of work directors. In this context, the role 
of the leader in talent becomes that of a broker between the needs and attributes of an 
employee and the opportunities, benefits and requirements of the organisation - where 
both must be met in equal measure. In this event, we will explore this more complex 
equation and some of the dilemmas that a leader needs to solve in order to leverage 
talent in this environment, and what this means for their approach and skillset. 

Up to 2*

09 October Becoming Economically Intelligent 
(Follow-on webinar) 

Roger Martin-
Fagg

The Global economic system is undergoing dramatic change and this is now being 
reflected in the political arena.  Existing economic models will prove to be largely 
redundant, and the mainstream forecasters will have large error margins. There are 
new, complex feedback loops currently being created with difficult to predict outcomes. 
However it is always possible to discern the direction of travel if not the distance. Our 
webinar will update you on the latest data and its interpretation, give you some short 
run milestones, and allow you to check your understanding with our understanding on 
the likely pattern of events. The webinar will be interactive and encourage discussion on 
such as: Brexit, the direction and level of interest rates, the exchange rate, the growth 
rate, house prices, inflation in the UK and elsewhere.

Up to 6*
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16 October Having Game-Changing Conversations Tammy Day & 
Melody 
McMillan

The economy is out of recession and growth is happening. So why aren’t we able to 
move our priorities forward faster? For many organisations, there is a series of 
‘difficult’, ‘brave’ or ‘crucial’ conversations that are holding back progress. The skill of 
being able to hold conversations that are game-changing, while taking people with you, 
is something that many leaders would like to improve. It’s also something that many 
leaders recognise that they perhaps avoid. In this practical workshop, we use 
relationship awareness to understand the motivations of different types of people; 
through this, we are better equipped to hold performance management conversations 
that tap into individual motivations and strengths, and avoid destructive conflict. We 
then apply the techniques to well known, game-changing conversations and provide 
feedback to get better results back in the workplace.

Up to 2*

18 October

etc. venues,   
Manchester

21st Century Leadership Dr David 
Pendleton

Most current ideas about leadership originated in the 19th and 20th centuries when the 
world was a very different place. Huge changes in technology, geo-politics, demography 
and business have rendered many ideas obsolete or irrelevant. This session focuses on 
ideas created in and for the 21st century, where the world is moving at pace and in 
unpredictable directions. It explains the Primary Colours Approach to leadership and 
describes the need for complete leadership. But it also embraces the notion of 
incomplete leaders, demonstrating why this is inevitable and working with its 
consequences. It distinguishes between natural strengths, potential strengths, fragile 
strengths and resistant limitations, challenging participants to be realistic about their 
own and others’ leadership capabilities, and making a virtue of openness. Its 
implications make us rethink how 21st century leadership needs to function and to be 
developed – in teams.

Up to 4*

06 November Unicorns vs Zombies NEW Elvin Turner What’s the secret innovation sauce that allows a ‘unicorn’ start-up like Airbnb to 
become twice as valuable as the Hilton Hotel group? Unicorns parachutes you into a 
start-up simulation where you’ll learn the innovation techniques used by managers 
inside companies including Amazon, Spotify, Netflix and Airbnb: how they think, 
innovate, make decisions, build teams, engage employees and much more. 
You’ll join a ‘pop-up start-up’ team at the start of the day and be ready to launch a new 
product by the end. Along the way you’ll learn practical tools that can be applied back in 
your workplace and have an instant impact on performance. Research shows that 50% 
of today’s largest companies are the ‘walking dead’, unprepared for disruption and will 
have disappeared within 10 years. Unicorns will give you keys to sustainable relevance.

Up to 2*
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08 November Leading Performance Excellence in Teams Charlie Unwin Performance excellence in any team is both a science and an art. With an ever growing 
demand to achieve more from less, it is essential for leaders to adopt a deliberate 
approach to the performance of their team and its individual members. This event 
therefore focuses on how leaders can help their teams thrive in challenging 
environments by addressing both the rational and the emotional needs of the team in a 
more coherent and joined-up way. Informed by a growing understanding of 
neuroscience and the principles by which people learn and adapt in order to achieve 
their potential, this event will establish a strong theoretical and practical platform for 
leaders to have more impact with their team. Members will also have the opportunity to 
explore how these principles are being applied successfully in the world of elite sport, 
military and business.

Up to 2*

13 November Storytelling for LeadersNEW David Pearl Storytelling is a power-tool of leadership, especially in times when fiction seems 
more powerful than facts, and reality is being twisted by perception and emotion. 
That’s why it’s more important than ever for leaders to master the art of story; to 
give meaning to what’s happened and to shape what happens next. In this 
compelling, interactive session based on the new book "Story for Leaders", we 
share the must-have techniques to create a compelling story and deliver it with 
power. Then this goes further, showing us how story can be used to shape our 
future, navigate our personal and professional lives and engage others in a shared 
vision. It’s a very popular session for anyone that wants to bring alive their future 
direction, engage their team or organisation, turn the everyday into meaningful 
work and tackle the inertia that slows progress, change and transformation.

Up to 2*

22 November Orchestrating Team Performance NEW Dr Paul Hedley Is the self-governing group just a fantasy in organisational theory? In teams of 
specialists, organisations face a different kind of leadership from the formally appointed 
project manager or head of a team. Nevertheless it is a special challenge to stimulate 
the inner dynamics of initiative and adaptable behaviour between the members of a 
specific group.

In music making and theatre as well as other performing arts these high performance 
groups do exist and their development has a very long history. Looking upon such 
teamwork from an ensemble point of view can be very useful for understanding both 
the dynamics and the potential of a collaborative pattern between small groups of 
specialists.

Up to 2*
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27 November Unlocking the Power of Your Team NEW Rob Whittaker 
& Ian Windle

When you face business issues or new opportunities, how do you engage the 
brainpower of your whole team? How do you know you’ve covered all the options? How 
do you know you have the best strategies? During this highly interactive workshop, you 
will explore a range of techniques to harness the experience and skills of a whole team. 
This will include how to build a safe, trusting environment to ensure that everyone is 
open and willing to share both their ideas and their concerns. You will look at 
uncovering and prioritising the real issues and actions needed, generating the best 
solutions quickly and effectively and creating a culture of accountability to ensure that 
agreed actions happen.

Throughout the day, you will be working in groups on your own real business issues and 
will learn a suite of proven methods for issue processing.

Up to 2*

29 November Personal and Organisational Resilience
(Rerun) 

Professor Kevin 
Money & Chris 
Matchan

This event will look at resilience from a human and behavioural perspective and it will 
review what individuals and organisations can do to become and remain resilient during 
the toughest of times. We will discuss current trends towards marketplace chaos and 
the implications of the increasing pressure to do more with less – in effect organisations 
trade on the ‘art of the unreasonable’. We will deconstruct what the best performers 
are able to do to help themselves and their people to stay engaged and ahead of the 
stress curve and we will hear from senior leaders who have grappled with this issue in 
their organisations. The event will help you to understand your own physiological and 
behavioural blueprint for future resilience and you will leave with a plan of action to 
create change for yourself and your organisation.

Up to 4*
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